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ABSTRACT 
The two-sided Lagrange-Sylvester interpolation problem is solved in the frame- 
work of H 2 functions. The extra Hilbert-space structure allows us to give self-con- 
tained and independent arguments. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper we pursue our investigations of interpolation prob- 
lems in the space H~ ×q of p × q matrices with entries in It2, the Hardy 
space of the unit disk. In [2] and [1] we endowed H~ ×q with the Cq ×q-valued 
hermitian form [F, G] = (1/2~r)fo~G(e")*F(e ") dt and studied the follow- 
ing one-sided interpolation problem: given presigned points oJ 1 . . . . .  oo, in 
the open unit disk D, and matrices a i ~ C p×r', b~ ~ C q×r', (i = 1. . .  n), 
find all functions F in H~ "×q such that 
F( ~o,)*a~ = b~ (i = 1 ... n) (1.1) 
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and 
IF, F] _< Xq. (1.2) 
Our approach in [2] used the following result: an element F in H~ x q satisfies 
(1.2) if and only if it can be written as 
F(z) = S,(z)[ Iq-  zS (z)] (1.3) 
where S 1 is cP×q-valued, S 2 is cqXq-valued, and the function 
(s,) 
S= $2 
is a Schur function, i.e. is analytic and contractive in D (see [2]; in the scalar 
case p = q = 1, this result has been proved by D. Sarason [10-12]). The 
representation (1.3) enabled us to reduce the interpolation problem (1.1) to a 
problem for Schur functions, for which the solution is well known (see e.g. [9, 
41). 
The condition (1.2) is equivalent (see [2]) to the nonnegativity of the 
kernel 
Ip e(z)F(to)* (1.4) Kv(  z ,  to) 1 - z~o 
in D, i.e. to the fact that all block matrices of the form (KF(z  t, z j ) )~j= 1 are 
nonnegative for every choice of integer L and z l . . . . .  z L in D. The nonnega- 
tivity of the kernel (1.4) is not equivalent to the nonnegativity of the kernel 
I q / (1  - z~)  - F (5 )*F (~) ,  and this seems to be the reason why we were 
not able in [2] to add interpolation conditions from the right, i.e. to add 
conditions of the form 
F(v , )c ,  =d,  (i = 1 . . . . .  m). (1.5) 
where v i e D, c i e C qXt,, and d i e C pxt' (i = 1 . . . . .  m). 
Our starting point here is quite different. In [5-7, 4], J. Ball, I. Gohberg, 
and L. Rodman introduced and solved a general Lagrange-Sylvester interpo- 
lation problem for rational matrix functions. This problem contains as special 
cases one-sided problems with conditions of the form (1.1), (1.5) or condi- 
tions on the derivatives of F. 
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Here we consider this problem in the space I-I~ xq endowed with the 
inner product 
(F ,C)  = Tr[F,G].  (1.6) 
DEFINITION 1.1. The two-sided residue problem I (W, Z, A, B, C, D, F) 
consists of the following: given matrices W ~ C N×N, Z ~ E LxL, A E C Nxp, 
B ~ C qxL, C ~ C N×q, D ~ C p×L, and F e C N×L, find all functions H 
I-I~ xq such that 
~] Resx=o,(AI N -W) - IAH(X)  =C,  (1.7) 
toED 
~] Res~=~, H(A) B(AI L - Z) - I  = D, (1.8) 
toED 
E Resx=,o(A IN-W) - I{AH(h)  -C}B(A IL -Z)  - I=F .  (1.9) 
toED 
The condition (1.7) generalizes the conditions (1.1), while (1.8) includes 
(1.5). The third condition is needed to get a neat description of the set of 
solutions. 
When only (1.7) [respectively, (1.8)] is in force, then L = 0 [N = 0] and 
the condition (1.9) is void. 
In [4] the condition (1.9) is written as 
~] Resx=,o (AI N - W)-IAH(A)B(AIL - Z)  -1  = F ,  (1.10) 
toED 
which, of course, is equivalent to (1.9) since 
E ResA=,o (AIN -- W)-ICB(AIL -Z )  -1 = O. 
toED 
For the present situation, where we use the Hilbert structure of H~ xq, the 
expression (1.9) is more convenient than (1.10). 
We note that (1.7)-(1.9) imply that F satisfies the Sylvester equation 
FZ - WF = AD - CB. (1.11) 
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We denote by Ira(W, Z, A, B, C, D, F) the interpolation problem 
I(W, Z, A, B, C, D, F) to which has been added the constraints 
(H, H) < m. (1.12) 
The outline of the paper is as follows: the second section is devoted to 
various remarks on the problem I(W, Z, A, B, C, D, F). In the third [fourth] 
section we study the problem when only (1.7) is in force, i.e. left-sided 
interpolation [when only (1.8) is in force, i.e. right-sided interpolation]. The 
fifth section deals with the two-sided problem, and the sixth to some 
generalizations connected with additional structures on H~ xq. 
2. THE INTERPOLATION PROBLEM I(W, Z, A, B, D, F) 
We first note that without loss of generality we may (and shall) assume 
the following: 
(1) The spectra of W and Z are in D, and W and Z are given in Jordan 
form. 
(2) The pair (W, A) is a full-range pair, and (B, Z) is a null-kernel pair, 
i .e., 
span(WkAf ; k = 0 . . . . .  N - 1, f ~ C p×') = C N×I  
and 
L -1  
0 KerBZk = {0}. 
k=O 
Indeed, let T and S be similarity matrices uch that V¢ = TWT-1 and 
= SZS -1 are in Jordan form. Then the initial problem I(W, Z, A, B, C, D) 
is equal to the problem I(V¢, Z, A,/~, 6,/9, F) with 
X = TA, 6 = TC, ~ = BS -~, ~ = DS -~, F = TFS -~. 
The pair (V¢, A) is full range when the pair (W, A) is full range, and the 
pair (C, A) is a null-kernel pair when the pair (C, A) is a null-kernel pair. 
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Thus let W and Z be given in Jordan form. We let g (W)  u or(Z) = 
{oJ 1 . . . . .  oJ,} c D, and set 
W = 
W 1 0 
o Wn Zn 
(2.1) 
where W i and Z i (i = 1 . . . . .  n) are the Jordan blocks corresponding to the 
eigenvalue ~o i of W and Z respectively [ife.g. oJ i f~ ~r (W) ,  then W i does not 
appear in (2.1)]. Furthermore, let 
W = 
W/1 0 / '  
0 
Z = 
Zi l  0 
0 Zir j 
(2.2) 
(l i and r i are the geometric multiplicities of oJ i in W and Z respectively), 
with 
0 
E C vq x vq (i = 1 , . . . ,n ,  j = 1 . . . . .  /,), 
(2.3) 
and 
Vii >-- 1)i2 ~ "'" ~ /Jil~, E lyij = N, 
ij 
and 
z,j= 
oJ i 1 
1 
0 oJ~ 
E C/~ij X P'i) ( /=1 . . . . .  n, j=  l . . . . .  r~) 
(2.4) 
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with 
/-6il ~-~ ].Li2 --~ . - -  ~___ ],Lir ~, /zij = L. 
i,j 
Let us consider the block decompositions of the matrices A, B, C, D, and F 
corresponding to the decompositions (2.1)-(2.4): 
A = 
A 1 
dn 
A i A'I  
Ail, ] 
with Air = I E CVu Xp , 
a'v~, ] 
(2.5) 
C = 
C1 
c. 
C i 
Ci l  
Ca, 
with 
cl; 
Ctj = 
I c,J 
~Cv'~ xq, (2.6) 
B = (B 1 . . . . .  B.),  
ni = (n i l  . . . . .  niri)  , w i th  ni j  = (b~J . . . . .  b~Jj) ~ C q×l~q, (2 .7 )  
D = (D  1 . . . . .  D,),  
D i=(D, ,  . . . . .  Dtr,) , with Di j= (dl; . . . . .  d~Jj) ~ ePx~" ,  (2.8) 
r = ( r , j ) , , j= ,  . . . . . .  , r, j  = ( r ,~ , , ) ,= l  ..... ~, (2 .9)  
tff i l  . . . . .  r 1 
with 
r , j , , :  (G~, ) ,  ,~ :  1 . . . . .  ~,s, ~:  1 . . . . .  ~j , .  
It follows from the Sylvester equation (1.11) that the off-diagonal blocks F,j 
(i ~ j )  of the matrix F are completely defined by the matrices A, B, C, D. 
The diagonal blocks F, (i = 1 . . . . .  n) satisfy the equality 
F,Z, - W~F, = A,D, - C,B, (i  = 1 . . . . .  n).  (2.10) 
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Let -4ij and /~q be the Teoplitz matrices 
i i j  = 
a~J 0 ), 
aiJ s ... a~J 
ni j  = 
( i=1  . . . . .  n, j= l  . . . . .  l i ,  
... bik 
0 b[ k 
k = 1, . . . , r~),  
(2.11) 
and let Hq ~ C P x q be the coefficients of the expansions 
0o 
H(A)= ]~_,Hij(A-oJi) j ( i=1  . . . . .  n) 
j=0 
(2.12) 
of the function H ~ H~ ×q at the interpolating points oJ i. 
The interpolation conditions (1.7)-(1.9) are equivalent to 
^ 
Ai j  
H~o 
Hi, v,j - 1 
=C,j ( i=  1, . . . ,n,  j=  1 . . . . .  /,), (2.13) 
( Hio . . . . .  Hi, j,q- l)/3q = Di s 
( Hi, 1 
Hi, v,k 
(i = 1 , . . . ,n ,  
( i=  1 . . . . .  n, j=  1 . . . . .  ri), 
Hi, ~,,k 
•"" Hi, vii + izik - 1 
j = 1 . . . . .  li, k = 1 . . . . .  ri). 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
We conclude with a number of preliminary lemmas needed in the sequel. 
The first one is well known; see e.g. [3]. In Lemma 2.2 the functions O L and 
O R are inner functions with preassigned respectively right and left pole 
structure; for such constructions and formulas, see [4, 8]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (W, A) be a full-range pair and ( B, Z) be a null-kernel 
pair. Then the Stein equations 
PL -- WPL W* = AA*, 
Pn -- Z*PRZ = B*B 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
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have unique solutions PL, PR given by 
oo  
PL = ~ WkAA*W*k, 
k=0 
which are strictly positive. 
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oo 
Pn = Y'~ Z*kB*BZk, (2.18) 
k=O 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A, B, Z, W, PL and •a be the matrices which satisfy 
the equations (2.16), (2.17), and suppose PL, PR are strictly positive. Then 
the functions 
OL(A ) = Ip -- (1 - A)A*( I  - AW*) - lp / ] I ( /  - W)-lA, (2.19) 
OR(A ) = Iq - (1 - A)B( I  - Z) - lP~l ( I  - AZ*) - IB  * (2.20) 
are inner in D, and for A, to points of analyticity of 0 L and O R we have 
Xp - OL(X)OL(to)* = (1 - X~)  A* ( t  - AW*) - lP~71( I  - aW)- IA ,  
(2.21) 
Ip - OR( to)* O/~( A) = (1 -- A~)B( I  - DZ) - lP~I ( I  - AZ*)- IB *. 
(2.22) 
x( / -  w)-*p i l (1  - ~w)-lA, 
where 
~,(~, to)  = (1  - A ) (1  - ~w)P~( i  - w* )  
Proof. In view of (2.19) we have 
lp - oL (x )  oL( to)* = a* ( 1 - xw*  ) -1 p~l (  i - w)  - la , (  A, to) 
(2.23) 
+(1  - -~) ( I  - w)P~( I  - xw*)  - (1 - A)(1 - ~)~* .  
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qb(A, to) = (1 - A~) ( I  - W)PL( I  -- W*) ,  
which with (2.23) leads to (2.21). The equality (2.22) can be obtained in the 
same way from (2.20) with help of (2.17). Since PL and PR are strictly 
positive, it follows from (2.21), (2.22) that O L and O R are contractive for 
A ~ ~) and are unitary for A ~ T. • 
Since O L, O R are unitary on T, we have 
O~-I(A) =OL(~- I )  * = Ip + (1 - A)A*( I  - W)-*PL I ( /~[  - W)- IA ,  
ORI(/~) = Iq + (1 - A)B( AI - z ) - lpR I ( I  -- Z) -*  B • . 
(2.24) 
LEMMA 2.3. Let f l  ~ C z×l and T ~ C l×p be the matrices defined by 
l I  = o) it/ 1 , T= 
0 1 to t 
(to ~ C, t i ~ El×p),  (2.25) 
and let ~b( A) be a C p × q-valued function analytic at to and with the expansion 
~(x)  = E *,(~ - to)' (2.26) 
i=0 
at to. Then the function 
x(  ~) = ( ~i - O) - IT6(  ~) (2.27) 
is analytic at to if and only if Resa= o) X(A) = 0. 
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Proof. Substituting (2.25) and (2.26) into (2.27), we obtain 
x( ) t )  = 
0 
tl 
Ip 
) t - - to  
Ip 
()t _ to)l 
(Ip, ( ) t -  to)Ip . . . . .  ()t _ to),- l /p) 
I x - + ,p ( ) t )  
qh 
t 1 0 
t I . . .  t 1 
lip 
)t -- w 
Ip lp 
( ) t  _ to ) t )t  _ to  
~Ol 1 
+ ,~()t) 
t 0 
= ( ) t I -  n )  -1 
tl ... t 1 
I//o 
Cz'- 1 
+ ,~()t) ,  (2.28) 
where ~0 and ~Pl are c/Xq-valued functions analytic at to. It follows from 
(2.28) that 
Rest= o, X(A) = 
i ... 
0 ~o 
So, if Resx=o, X(A) = 0, then in view of (2.28), X coincides with ~o I and is 
analytic at to. The converse is trivial. • 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let W i and A i be matrices defined by (2.1) and (2.5) 
respectively, and let $(h) be a C P x q-valued function analytic in D. Then the 
functions 
v,(a)  = (a t  - w , ) -~a ,q , (x )  
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are analytic in D if and only if Resx= ~, Y~(A) = 0. Using the block decompo- 
sitions (2.1), (2.5) of the matrices W and A we obtain also that the function 
) 
= = - 
is analytic in D if and only if 
E Resx=o,(AI - W) - 'A~b(A)  = 0. 
to~D 
LEMMA 2.5. Let the function H ~ It~ '×q satisfy the condition (1.8). 
Then 
Resx=~, AkH(A)B( AI - Z )  -1  = E aesx=,o H(A)BZk( AI - Z) -1 
~ED w~D 
= DZ k (k = 0, 1 . . . .  ). (2.29) 
Proof. Using (1.8) and the analyticity of H in D, we obtain 
Resx=,o AkH(A)B(AI - Z) -1 
eo~D 
= E Resx=(o H(A)B(AI  - z ) - l (}~k I  - -  Z k -'1- Z k )  
(oE D 
to~ D i=O J 
= DZ k, 
which ends the proof of lemma. 
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3. LEFT-SIDED PROBLEM 
In this section we consider the left-sided residue problem I(W, A, C): to 
find aU functions n ~ It~ xq which satisfy the condition (1.7). We denote by 
Im(W, A, C) the interpolation problem with the additional condition (1.12). 
The problem I(W, A, C) is always solvable, and the following lemma 
gives the minimal-norm solution with respect to the scalar product (1.6): 
LEMMA 3.1. Let PL be the strictly positive matrix given by (2.18). Then 
the C p × q-valued function 
HL(A ) = A*(I - AW*)-lPE1C (3.1) 
belongs to It~ x q, and it satisfies the condition (1.7) and 
<H L,H L> =TrC*PL IC .  (3.2) 
Proof. Since o'(W) c D, the function H L is analytic in some neighbor- 
hood of D. It follows from (2.24) that for all ~p ~ R, 
( I  - e- i~W)- I  AA*( I - ei~W*) -1 
= ( I  - e- '~W)- lPL + PL(I - e'~W*) -1 - PL (3.3) 
and therefore 
( HL, HL) 
1 f :~C*P[  ( I e - '~W)- IAA*( I  e'~W*)-~PLxCd¢ = - -  T r  1 .  _ _ 
27r  
1 
- - -  T r  C* pL l ( i  - e- i~W) 
2zr 
-1  
+(I  - e'~W*)-tPL 1 -- p~l] d~pC 
= Tr C*P~-IC. 
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So H L ~ HE ×q, and furthermore, 
E aesA=eo(}~/ -- W)- IAA*( I  - }~W*) - IpL1C 
wED 
= E aesx=,0 (h i  - W) - I{pL  -- WPLW*}( I  -- AW*) - lP f  lc 
eoED 
= • Resx=~,{PLW*(I- hW*)-~PflC + (M-  W)-Ic} 
eoED 
= ~ Resx=~,(hI - W)- IC  = C, 
eoED 
which ends the proof of the lemma. • 
We show further that H L has the minimal norm among all the solutions 
to the problem I L. We note that every function H ~ H~ xq which satisfies 
(2.1) is of the form 
H(A) = HL(A) + *(A)  (3.4) 
where • is a function in H~ xq such that 
E Resx=,0(AI - W) - IA* (A)  = 0. (3.5) 
wED 
The space of functions • satisfying (3.5) is shift invariant. In view of the 
Beurling-Lax theorem the next result is therefore not surprising: 
LEMMA 3.2. The function • ~ H~ ×q satisfies the condition (3.5) if and 
only if it admits a representation 
• (A) = OL(A)/~(A) (3.6) 
where 0 L is given by (2.19) and I~ ~ H~ ×q. 
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Proof. Let H ~ H~ xq, and let • be defined by (3.6). Since ®L is 
unitary on T and analytic in D tO T, then • ~ H~ xq and moreover 
^ 1 f~I~(e'~)*OL(e'*)*OL(e'*)I~(e ' ) d~o (~ '~)  =(OLH'  OL/~) = 2----~ Tr 
=--Tr  = (H ,H>.  
2ir 
(3.7) 
Furthermore, it follows from (2.24) and (2.27) that 
E Resx=,o (M - W)-IA@L()t)I~()t) 
to~D 
= E Resx=,o{(a I  - W)- 'A  - (1 - h.)PLW*(AI -- W*) - '  
toE~ 
XPL(I - W)- IA  - (1 - )t)(AI - W)  -1 
×( I - W)- I  A}I~( A) 
= ~]  Resx=,o(A I  - W) - I{ I  - W-  (1 - A ) I} ( I  - W) - IA /~(A)  
toED 
= ~]  Resa=,o(h I  - W) - IA /~(A)  = 0, 
toED 
and therefore, ~ of the form (3.6) satisfies the condition (3.5). Conversely, let 
~P satisfy (3.5). We have to show that the function H = @~lxI t belongs to 
H~ xq. Indeed, in view of (2.16) and (2.24), 
~(x)  = [ i  + a* ( i -  w) - *P / 'A ]~, (x )  
-A* ( t  - W) -*P~' (X  - W)(aZ - w) - la~(x) .  (3.s) 
Since • is analytic in ~) and satisfies (3.5), then by Corollary 2.4 the function 
()tI - W)- lA~(A) is analytic in D. Returning to (3.8), we conclude that 
is analytic in D, and in view of (3.7), H ~ H~ xq. Therefore, ~ admits a 
representation (3.6) with H ~ I-l~ x q. This ends the proof of the lemma. • 
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Using (3.4) and Lemma 3.2, we obtain the following description of all the 
solutions to the left-sided problem. 
THEOREM 3.3. All the solutions H to the problem I(W, A, C) are 
parametrized by the formula 
H(A) = HL(A) + @L( A) /~( A) , (3.9) 
where H L and 0 L are the functions given by (3.1) and (2.19) respectively 
and H is a free parameter f om I-I~ ×q. 
REMARK 3.4. The representation (3.9) is orthogonal, i.e., for every 
E I-I~ ×q 
(OLIn, H L) = 0. (3.10) 
Proof. Using (2.19), (3.1), and (3.3), we obtain 
HL( e'~)* ®L( e '~) = e'~C* ( I - W* )( I - ei~W* ) -  lpL l (  [ -- W ) -  I A, 
and therefore, 
1 f02ei ~ C * ( I (OLIn' HL> = 2at Tr W*)( I  e'~W *) 
PL'( I -- W) - I  AI~(e i~) dcp = 0 
[since the function X(A) = C*( I -  W*) ( I  - AW*) - lP / I ( I  - 
W)-~A/~(A) belongs to l-IS ×q, then f~'~e'~X(e '~) dcp = 0]. • 
It follows from (3.10), (3.2), and (3.7) that in the representation (3.9). 
= [HL,'L] + [OLd, OLd] = [HL, H,] + [,q,,q], 
(3.11) 
(H, H> = (HL, HL> + <@L/~,@L ~)  = TrC*p~- Ic  + <H, H>. 
This last equality leads to the following description of all the solutions to the 
problem In(W , A, C). 
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THEOREM 3.5. 
(i) The problem Ira(W, A, C) is solvable if and only if Tr C*pE1C < m 
and has the unique solution n L if and only if Tr C*PE1C = m; 
(ii) the set of all solutions H to the problem lm(W, A, C) is parametrized 
by the formula (3.9) where H L, 0 L are given by (3.1), (2.27) and the free 
parameter H ~ tt~ ×q is such that 
( /~, /~)  _< m - Tr C*P[1C. 
The equality (3.11) allows us to solve the left-sided problem with the 
condition (1.2) in force. 
THEOREM 3.6. There is an element H E I t f  xq such that [ H, H] <_ Iq 
and satisfying (1.7) if and only if 
c*pF~c <<_ Iq. (3.12) 
The set of. all solutions H is then given by (3.9) where the parameter I~ 
satisfies [ H, I~ ] < Iq - C* P[ 1C. 
Indeed, [H L, H L] = C* P~-IC, and hence (3.12) drops from (3.11). Note 
that 
C*PL1C < Iq ¢* C*PL1/~PL1/2C < Iq 
¢* PL1/2CC*PL 1/2 <__ Iq 
¢~ CC* ~ ~L, 
which is the necessary and sufficient condition given in [2] (for the case of 
interpolation without derivatives) for the problem with constraint (1.2) to be 
solvable. 
In [2], the description of the set of solutions is different and given in 
terms of a linear fractional transformation where the free parameter is a 
matrix-valued Schur function. 
4. RIGHT-SIDED PROBLEM 
The right-sided residue problem I(Z, B, D) which consists of finding of 
all functions H ~ H~ ×q satisfying the condition (1.8) can be easily reduced 
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to some left-sided problem in It~ ×p. Indeed, setting 
/-I(h) = H(A)* ~ Hq2 ×p, 
we rewrite (1.8) as 
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(4.1) 
E Res,=o(Xt - Z*) - IB*O(X)  = O*. 
toED 
(4.2) 
Using the results from the previous section, we can describe the set of all 
functions H ~ It~ ×p which satisfy the condition (4.2). Returning to the 
initial problem l(Z, B, D) with the formula (4.1), we obtain the following 
results. 
LEMMA 4.1. 
12 P × q-valued function defined by 
HR( A ) = Dp~I( I - AZ*)- IB *. 
Then 
(i) H n belongs to I-I~ ×q, and it satisfies (1.8) and 
(HR, Hn) = Tr DP~ID*; 
(ii) for every choice of Iq ~ I-I~ xq, 
<Hn, SOn) = o. 
Let O u be the function given by (2.20), and let H n be the 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
THEOREM 4.2. 
(i) All solutions H to the problem l(Z, B, D) are given by the formula 
H(X) = Hn~ + g(~)On(X)  (4.6) 
where H n and O n are given by (4.3), (2.20), and I4 is a free parameter in 
It~×q. 
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(ii) The problem In(Z , B, D) is solvable if and only if Tr DPff l D * < m 
and has the unique solution H R if and only if Tr DP~ I D * = m. 
(iii) All solutions H to the problem In(Z, B, D) are parametrized by the 
formula (4.6) when the parameter I~ varies in I-I~ xq and is such that 
(H,  H)  _< m - T rDP~ID *. 
5. SOLUTIONS TO THE TWO-SIDED PROBLEM 
Using the results from the two previous ections, we can describe the set 
of all the solutions to the problems I(W, Z, A, B, C, D, F) and 
Ira(W, Z, A, B, C, D, F). By Theorem 3.3 all functions H ~ I-I~ ×q satisfying 
the condition (1.7) are given by the formula (3.9). It is possible to restrict he 
set of parameter/~ in (3.9) in such a way that the function H of the form 
(3.9) satisfies also (1.8) and (1.9). 
LEMMA 5.1. The function H of the form (3.9) satisfies the conditions 
(1.8), (1.9) /f and only if the corresponding parameter H satisfies the 
condition 
E ResA=to n( /~)n( /~ I  - Z)  -1 = fi, (5.1) 
where ~) ~ C P × L is the matrix defined by 
fi = { / -  A* ( / -  w)  *PFla}o + a* ( / -  W)-*P;'(Z - w) r .  (5.2) 
Proof. Let H be of the form (3.9) and satisfy (1.8), (1.9). Then 
]~] Resa=o, H(A)B(AI - Z) -1 
toED 
--- ~] Resx=o,O~-I(A)[H(A)-HL(I~)IB(I~I-Z) -1  . (5.3) 
toED 
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In view of (2.24) and (3.1), 
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@~I(A)HL(A) =A*( I -  W) -*P~x( I -  W) ( ) t I -  W) - I c  (5.4) 
and 
@~-l( )t) H( )t) = {I - A*(I - W)-*P[XA}H(h) 
+ A*( I  - W) -*PE I ( I  - W) (A I  - W) - IAH( ) t ) .  
(5.5) 
Substituting (5.4) and (5.5) into (5.3) and taking into account (1.8), (1.9), we 
get (5.1). 
Conversely, let H satisfy (5.1), and let H be the function given by (3.9). 
Then 
E Res,=o, I4(A)B(XI - Z) -1 
= Y'~ Res,=o,[HL()t  + OL(A) I4()t) ]B(M-Z) -1. (5.6) 
In view of (3.1) and (1.11), 
Z Res,=o, HL(h)B(hI - Z) -1 
= E Resx=,o A*(I - AW*)- 'PE'CB(AI - Z) - '  
= E Resx=,o A*( I  - AW*) - 'P [ ' (AD + WF - FZ)(AI - Z) -x. 
(5.7) 
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Taking into account (2.19), (5.1) and using I.emma 2.5, we obtain 
~] Resx=,o OLI~(  A)B(  A I  - Z )  -1 
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toED 
= E R~s~_ .  g ( ;OS(X I  - Z)  -~ 
- E Bes~_.(1 - ~)A*( I  - XW*) - IP~I ( I  - W)  -1 
toED 
×a~(x)  B(;~t - Z) -1 
= t5 - • Res~.~ a*( t  - XW*) - lPF I ( t  - W) -~AH(A)  
toED 
×B(t  - z ) (x I  - z )  -~ 
eo 
= W - E A*w*kpL I (  I -- W) - IAD(  I - z )zk  
K=0 
= t) - E aes~=~ A*(Z - XW*)- lPF~(Z - W)  -1 
toED 
×a~(z  - z ) (xz  - z )  -~. (5.s) 
In view of (5.2) and (2.16), 
pF I (z  - w) -~ ab  
= Pc( I  -- W) - IAD - P ; ' ( I  - W)- IAA*( I  - W) -*PL  -t 
x{aO - (Z - w)r}  
= p/ l ( i  _ W)- IAD 
-{p~' ( I  - w)  -1 + ( I  - w)  *P~'  - P~l}{ aO + (Z - W)r}  
= P[ ' (WF + AD)  - (Z - W) -*PEX{AD - ( I  - W)F}.  (5.0) 
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Substituting (5.9) into (5.8), we obtain 
E Resx=,o OL( A) /t( X) B( AI - Z) -1 
toed 
=/) -  ]~ Res,=,o A*( I -  AW*)- lPr~F( I -Z)() I I -Z)- '  
oJED 
+ E Resx=~o[A*(I- AW*) - I ( I - -W) -*W*PL  ' 
toED 
×( AD - ( I - w)r}( I  - z ) ( , I  =z)-']. 
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Substituting the last equality with (5.7) into (5.6) and using Lemma 2.5, we 
get 
E 
wED 
Resx=o, H(A)B(A I  - Z)  -1 
= 5 + E nes ,=o a* ( t  - xw*) - lPF l{ao  - ( t  - w) r}  
~o~D 
X(/~.I -- Z) -1 + E 
=b+ E 
wED 
a~ D 
Resx=,o[ A*( I - ,~W*) - l ( i  _ W)-a~W*PL  1 
×{An - ( I - w)r}(1  - , )  
×( , i  - z )  -1] 
Resx=,o[ A*(I  - AW*) - I ( I  - W) -*  
=5+ E 
to~D 
X{I - W* + (1 - A)W*} × PE '{AD - ( I  - W)F} 
x (a / -  Z) - ' ]  
Resx=., a*(I - w)-*P~l{  AD - ( I  - w) r} (x i  - z )  -1 
= 5 + A* ( t  - w) - *Pr - l{ao  - ( i  - w) r ]  = O. 
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So the function H satisfies the condition (1.8). Furthermore, using the 
identity 
( ;a  - w)  AA*( / -  XW*) -~ = (at  - W)-x•L + PLW*(I - XW*) -~, 
which follows immediately from (2.16), we obtain in view of (2.19) and (3.1) 
(xi - W) IAOL(,~) = PL( / -  W*) ( I  - AW*) -xP~' ( t  - W)A, 
(5.10) 
()t I  - W) - IAHL(A)  = (AI  - W) - IC  + PLW*( I  -- AW*)-IPt/1C. 
(5.11) 
In view of (5.11), 
~] Resx= ~ (At -- W)- I{AHL(A)  - C}B(A I  - Z) -1 
toED 
= ~] nesx=~,PzW*(I - AW*) - 'P [1CB(A I -  Z ) - ' .  (5.12) 
to~D 
Taking into account (5.1), (5.10), we obtain by Lemma 2.5, 
E Resx=~ (At - W)- 'AOL(A) I t (A )B(A I  - Z ) - '  
toED 
= ~] Resx=o, PL(I -- W*)( I  - ) tW*) - lPE I ( I  - W)  
toED 
×AI'I( A)B(  AI - Z)  -1 
oQ 
= E (P~( t -  w*)w*kP ,7 ' ( t  - W)A/SZ ') 
k=0 
= E Res^=~, PL(I - W*)( I  - }kW*) - l~L l ( t  -- W)AD(t~I  - Z)  -1 
to~D 
(5.13) 
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Substituting (5.9) into (5.13), we get 
2~ Resx=~(X I -  W) -~AOL(A) I~(A)B(AI  - Z) -~ 
toED 
= E Resx=o, PL(/ - W*)-'Pz71F( ; t / -  Z) -* 
toED 
- E Resx=~ PLW*( [ - AW*)- lPE I (  WF + AD}(AI  - -  Z) -1 
toED 
(5.14) 
Adding (5.14) to (5.12) and taking account of (1.11), we obtain 
E Resx=o, (AI - W)- '{AH(A)  - C}B() t I  - Z) -1 
toED 
= ~ Resx :=•L( I -  W*) - Ip /s~F(A I -  Z) -~ 
toED 
- E Resx=o, PLW*( I -- AW*)- IPEI(  WF + AD - CB} 
toED 
x(, I - z )  -1 
= • Resx:o, PL(I - W*)-lPr71F(AI - Z) 
toED 
- E Resx=o, PLW*(  I -- xw*)  lPF l rz (  x1 - z )  -1 
toED 
= )'. Rest=o, F( AI - Z ) - l  = F. 
toED 
Therefore, H satisfies the condition (1.9), which ends the proof of the 
lemma. • 
According to Theorem 4.2, all functions /~ ~ H~ ×q satisfying the condi- 
tion (5.1) are of the form 
H(A) =/~R()t) + h( A)OR(A), (5.15) 
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where O R is defined by (2.20), 
/-IR(/~) = /~PRI ( I  -- ,~Z*) - ln  *, (5.16) 
and h is an arbitrary function from H~ xq. Substituting (5.15) into (3.9), we 
come to the following. 
THEOREM 5.2. All solutions to the problem I(W, Z, A, B, C, D, F) are 
parametrized by the formula 
H(A) = HL(A ) + OL(A)HR(A) + OL(A)h(A)OR(A ), (5.17) 
where HL, Iqn, OL, and O R are the functions defined by (3.1), (5.16), (2.19), 
and (2.20) respectively and h is a free parameter in H~ ×q. 
According to Lemma 4.1, (/qR, fiR) = Tr /gP~/~* and the representa- 
tion (5.17) is orthogonal. Since ®L and ®s are unitary on T, then 
(H, H( = <H L, HL) + (fiR, fiR) + (h, h) 
= Tr C*PFIC + Tr E3P~I/~ * + <h, h). 
This equality leads to the description of all the solutions to the problem 
Im(W,Z, A,B,C,D,F).  
THEOREM 5.3. 
(i) The problem Ira(W, Z, A, B, C, D, F) is solvable if and only f f  
Tr C*PF1C + Tr L)pRI D <_ m, and it has the unique solution H L + ®L HR 
if and only if Tr C*P[IC + Tr/~p~l/~; 
(ii) all solutions to the problem Im(W, Z, A, B, C, D, F) are parametrized 
by the formula (5.17) when the parameter h ~ H~ ×q is such that 
(h, h) < m - Tr C*P[IC - Tr/~p~l/~..  
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Much of the preceding analysis goes through when we endow H~ xq with 
the (in general) indefinite metric 
<,, G> = Tr fo2  C(e") * J1"(e") at (6.1) 
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where Jl =J~' =J i '  e cP×v and Jz =J~' =J2  ~ ~ C q×q. This choice of 
inner product amounts to endowing the coefficient space C P (C q) with the 
inner product (x, y)  = y*J lx  ( (x ,  y )  = y*J2x). The equations (2.16) and 
(2.17) become 
PL -- WPr .W*  = AJ1A* (6.2) 
and 
D R - ZDRZ* = BJ2B*. (6.3) 
In general, even when the pair (W, A) is full-range, the matrix D L need not 
be invertible, and similarly for PR- When they are invertible, Or. and @ R are 
defined by 
®r.(a) = Ip - (1 - X)J ,a*( I  - AW*) - lP~( I  - W) - IA ,  (6.4) 
OR(A ) = Iq -- (1 - A)B(I  - Z) - ID~I ( I  - AZ) - IB* J2  (6.5) 
and are respectively J1- and J2-unitary on the unit circle. The functions H L 
and H a are now given by 
Hr.(a) = J1A* ( I  - )tW*)-lP~-'C 
and 
HR(A) = DD~I( I  - AZ*)-IB*j2 ' 
and (5.17) is still valid with the new O L, ®a, H> and H a. Furthermore, the 
decomposition (5.17) is still orthogonal in the new inner product. 
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